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Selenium substitution for dielectric constant
improvement and hole-transfer acceleration
in non-fullerene organic solar cells

Xinjun He1,9, Feng Qi2,3,4,9, Xinhui Zou5,9, Yanxun Li2,3,6, Heng Liu7, Xinhui Lu7,
Kam Sing Wong 5 , Alex K.-Y. Jen 2,3,6,8 & Wallace C. H. Choy 1

Dielectric constant of non-fullerene acceptors plays a critical role in organic
solar cells in terms of exciton dissociation and charge recombination. Current
acceptors feature a dielectric constant of 3-4, correlating to relatively high
recombination loss. We demonstrate that selenium substitution on acceptor
central core can effectively modify molecule dielectric constant. The corre-
sponding blend film presents faster hole-transfer of ~5 ps compared to the
sulfur-based derivative (~10 ps). However, the blends with Se-acceptor also
show faster charge recombination after 100ps upon optical pumping, which is
explained by the relatively disordered stacking of the Se-acceptor. Encoura-
gingly, dispersing the Se-acceptor in an optimized organic solar cell system
can interrupt the disordered aggregation while still retain high dielectric
constant. With the improved dielectric constant and optimized fibril mor-
phology, the ternary device exhibits an obvious reduction of non-radiative
recombination to 0.221 eV and high efficiency of 19.0%. This work unveils
heteroatom-substitution induced dielectric constant improvement, and the
associated exciton dynamics and morphology manipulation, which finally
contributes to better material/device design and improved device
performance.

Organic solar cells (OSCs) are promising candidate for clean energy
application due to the exceptional advantages such as esthetic fea-
ture, tunability for chemical structure, and solution process1,2. Due to
the vast development of non-fullerene acceptors (NFAs), OSCs are
able to absorb near-infrared light without sacrificing the output
voltage, leading to a significantly improved power conversion effi-
ciency (PCE) to over 19%3–8. Further improvement of PCE is limited by
the relatively low dielectric constant (εr) of the organic
semiconductors.

εr is the relative permittivity of a substance to vacuum, which
describes the capability of a material to contain an electric flux. In the
very early stage of photovoltaic process in a solar cell, a Coulombically
bounded electron–hole pair (exciton) will be generated upon solar
illumination, which shall be separated into free carriers. The exciton
binding energy (Eb) is highly sensitive to εr. There are reports con-
cluded the relationship between Eb and εr in different OSC system as
Eb∝ 1/εr

9. When εr increases from 3 to 4, Eb reduces by about 80meV in
certainOSC system10, which contributes to higher kinetic energy of the
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exciton/carrier, and thus accelerates exciton dissociation and charge
transfer. Typical inorganic solar cell semiconductors exhibit higher εr
such as Si (~12)11 and Gallium Arsenide (~12)12,13, the emerging organic/
inorganic hybrid perovskite solar cells present εr of around 3014,
leading to spontaneous charge separation upon exciton generation. In
contrast, the OSC semiconductors normally exhibit εr of 3–4 (see refs.
15–19), which is one of the main reasons to the relatively high non-
radiative recombination loss inOSCs.Notably, someof themcan reach
an εr over 5 by attaching polarizable side chain such as oligo(ethylene
glycol) and cyano groups on the organic backbone15,20,21, whereas this
may significantly alter the molecular geometry and solubility.

Selenium substitution of sulfur in the thiophene ring of NFAs has
been widely adopted to extend the light absorption range to near-
infrared region22–26. The lower electronegativity (2.4) and larger atom
radius enable Se a more polarizable surface, which contributes to
stronger intermolecular interactions of the NFAs27–30. It draws our
attention that replacing the sulfur with more electron-donating Se at
the outer thiophene ring of the dithienothiophen[3,2-b]-pyrrolo-
benzothiadiazole NFA core would increase the dipole moment of the
molecule, periodic stacking of the molecules will enhance the overall
dipole and finally improve the bulk εr. Notably, compared to conven-
tional strategies to modify εr by attaching polar segment on the
backbone and adding extra polar substance in the organic film15, Se
substitution on the central core does not significantly change the
molecular structure and geometry.

In this contribution, we initiate the investigation of εr adjustment
brought by Se substitution in NFA, and the related electrical and
morphological evolution. Double Se substitution at the outermost
thiophene ring of NFA central core induced an obvious increase of
dipole moment. The corresponding bulk Se-NFA film, T9SBO-F25, pre-
sents obviously enhanced εr of 5.04. When blended with polymer
donor, the hole-transfer time reduces from~10 ps to about ~5 ps,which
is mainly due to the enhanced εr and reduced Eb. Surprisingly, the Se-
based blend exhibits faster charge recombination after hundreds of
picosecond upon excitation, which is counterintuitive because it is
more difficult for the separated charges to recombine in higher εr
materials. This is ascribed to the relatively disordered packing of
T9SBO-Fdomain. The disordered domain increases the recombination
chances for the dissociated charges. Therefore, the device based on

PM6:T9SBO-F presents a PCE of 18.4%. Encouragingly, dispersing
T9SBO-F into another OSC framework, PM6:L8-BO (full name shown in
“Methods”), helps to regulate its packing behavior while still preserves
the enhanced εr, leading to shortened hole-transfer time of ~7 ps
together with suppressed bimolecular recombination. The resulted
PM6:L8-BO:T9SBO-F device delivered a PCE of 19.0% with a reduced
non-radiative recombination loss of 0.221 eV. Overall, design high εr
NFAs without changing its molecular geometry, and concurrently
manipulate their morphology paves an avenue for high-
performance OSCs.

Results
Dielectric constant and photovoltaic performances
First, we have simulated the electrostatic potential distribution (ESP)
of the NFA cores with Se substitution on different positions (Sup-
plementary Fig. 1). The geometry is optimized by Gaussian at B3LYP
(Becke, 3-parameter, Lee–Yang–Parr)/6-31 G (d, p) level31. Without Se
substitution, the NFA core presents a dipole moment of 5.68Debye.
Se substituted on the inner and middle thiophene ring of dithie-
nothiophen[3,2-b]-pyrrolobenzothiadiazole NFA core will lead to a
decrease of dipole moment while Se substitution on the outer posi-
tion favors the increase of dipole moment. Finally, double Se sub-
stitution in the outer position leads to the most prominent increase
to 6.04Debye. This is attributed to that Se features a stronger
electron-donating property compared to sulfur, which also enables
stronger intra-molecular interactions. We then calculate the ESP of
L8-BO (Fig. 1a) and the double Se-substituted NFA, (2,10-bis(2-
methylene-(3-(1,1-dicyanomethylene)-5,6-difluoroindanone))-12,13-
bis(2-butyloctyl)-3,9-dinonyl-diselenopheno[2”,3”:4’,5’]
thieno[2’,3’:4,5]pyrrolo[3,2-e:2’,3’-g][2,1,3]benzothiadiazole), namely
T9SBO-F (Fig. 1b, c)25. Both L8-BO and T9SBO-F almost show positive
ESP distribution on the iso-surface around the backbone. L8-BO
molecule presents a dipole moment of 0.57D, whereas it is sig-
nificantly increased to 3.26D in T9SBO-F. The highest occupied
molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
(LUMO) energy levels are characterized to be −5.64 and −3.87 eV,
respectively, by cyclic voltammetrymethod (Supplementary Fig. 2a).
The T9SBO-F neat film shows broad light absorption from 600 to
950 nm with the peak centered at 846 nm (Supplementary Fig. 2b).
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Fig. 1 | Chemical structure, electrical and photovoltaic properties. The elec-
trostatic surface potential contour of NFA a L8-BO and b T9SBO-F. The scale bar is
from −1.28 (red) to 1.28 eV (blue), D means Debye. c Chemical structure of T9SBO-

F. d εr of the organic films. e J–V curve and f external quantum efficiency (EQE)
spectra of the devices. The ratio shown in the Figures is PM6:L8-BO:T9SBO-F mass
ratio. Source data are provided as a Source Data file.
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Such broadband absorption can effectively capture near-infrared
photons.

We probe εr of the acceptor materials by electrochemical impe-
dance spectroscopy, detailed description is provided in Supplemen-
tary Note I. Meanwhile, polystyrene (PS) as a widely employed
dielectric layer in transistors has also been investigated for
comparison32,33. εr is sensitive to the frequency of AC modulation.
There are reports concluded thedielectric responsemodes atdifferent
AC frequencies, where the dielectric response at <106 Hz originates
fromelectronic and/or ionic space charges34. In addition, at 103–105 Hz,
the organic layer shall be fully depleted, and the measured εr reflects
the properties of the whole active layer14. As shown in Fig. 1d, PS pre-
sents an εr of ~2.6 at 103–105 Hz, which is consistent with the reported
value35,36. Compared to L8-BO (3.96), T9SBO-F exhibits an obviously
improved εr of 5.04. Adding T9SBO-F into L8-BO with a ratio of 0.2:1
also improve the εr to 4.37.

We then blend the acceptors with PM6 to fabricate conventional
structured devices. The corresponding absorption and PL spectra of
the organic films are shown in Supplementary Fig. 3. εr of the blends
with different acceptor ratios are measured in Supplementary Fig. 4.
With the increase of T9SBO-F ratio in the acceptor, εr increases from
3.36 (0%), to 3.51 (16.7%), 3.56 (50%), 3.93 (83.3%) and 4.15 (100%). The
J–V curves, EQE spectra and the device parameters with different
acceptor ratios are listed in Fig. 1e, f, and Table 1, respectively.With the
increase of T9SBO-F ratio in the acceptor, the device Voc gradually
decreases from0.888 V (0%), to 0.881 V (16.7%), 0.858V (50%), 0.837 V
(83.3%), and 0.829V (100%). While increasing the T9SBO-F ratio helps
to extend the absorption to near-infrared region, the EQE value keeps
decreasing in 650–800 nm, which is ascribed to the increased charge
recombination andwill bediscussed in thenext section.Overall, the Jsc
gradually increases from 26.0mA/cm2 (0%), to 27.1mA/cm2 (16.7%),
27.2mA/cm2 (50%), 27.8mA/cm2 (83.3%) and 28.1mA/cm2 (100%).
When blending PM6:L8-BO:T9SBO-F at a ratio of 1:1:0.2, the device
presents the highest PCE of 19.0% with a decent FF of 79.6%.

It is expected that improving εr may contribute to the electrical
properties of the blend. Therefore, we measured the carrier motilities
of devices with different ratios and thicknesses. In the thin-layer
devices (100 nm, Supplementary Fig. 5 and Supplementary Table 1), all
the blend shows similar μh of around 10.5 × 10−4 cm2 V−1 s−1 and μe of
10 × 10−4 cm2 V−1 s−1, correlating to a balanced µh/µe. However, in the
thick OSCs (~300nm), PM6:T9SBO-F shows a significantly boosted µe
of 40.7 × 10−4 cm2 V−1 s−1 compared to PM6:L8-BO (12.4 × 10−4 cm2 V−1 s−1)
and PM6:L8-BO:T9SBO-F (1:1:0.2, 13.6 × 10−4 cm2 V−1 s−1), while they
presents similar μh of around 8 × 10−4 cm2 V−1 s−1, which renders an
obviously unbalanced µh/µe (0.17 in PM6:T9SBO-F) and decreased FF
(Supplementary Fig. 6 and Supplementary Table 2). Note that the
mobility will also be influenced by themorphology, wewill present the
discussion in later morphology section.

Selenium substitution impact on exciton/charge dynamics
To simplify the description in the following discussion, we select the
best-performed ternary device (PM6:L8-BO:T9SBO-F of 1:1:0.2) to
compare with the binary devices. To understand the exciton/charge

dynamics, we carry out ultrafast transient absorption (TA) spectro-
scopyon the organicfilms. TheTA spectra and corresponding 2D color
plots are displayed in Supplementary Fig. 7 and Fig. 2a–c, respectively.
The detailed spectral features are described in Supplementary Note III.
In brief, upon optical pumping the organic blends at 800nm, a local-
exciton (LE) signal (900–950 nm) first emerges, followed by an inter-
mediate delocalized state (1300–1500nm) and finally separated
charge signal (CS, 750nm) appears37.

For the excited-state absorption (ESA) band at 1300–1500 nm,
there are reports evidenced that this state helps to mediate the path-
way for free-carrier formation, which is referred as delocalized singlet
exciton state (DSE)25,38. Instead of the charge-transfer state that exists
at the acceptor/donor interface, this DSE state spontaneously forms
after LE state inside the properly stacked NFA acceptors (LE→DSE),
which is becauseof stronghybridizationbetween the excited species38.
This is also seen in our work that a broad ESA signal emerges at
1300–1500 nm after the primary excitation of the blend and neat
acceptor films (Supplementary Fig. 8). Based on the above result, we
would expect that for aNFAwith higher εr, it would exhibit accelerated
hole-transfer properties because the enhanced localized electric field
will assist the exciton dissociation. We then plot the ground-state
bleach signal of the donor (GSBD) to investigate the hole transfer in the
blends. From the rising kinetics in Fig. 2e, we can identify two time-
scales for hole transfer.We consider the faster dynamics (τ1) is because
of the dissociation of the excitons near the donor/acceptor interface
while the slower dynamics (τ2) is mainly due to the diffusion of the
exciton/hole in the bulk acceptor domains. The fitting results of a
biexponential model is summarized in Supplementary Table 3.
PM6:T9SBO-F shows a τ1 of 0.49 ps and τ2 of 4.83 ps, which is almost
half of the value in PM6:L8-BO (τ1 of 1.18 ps and τ2 of 9.15 ps), sug-
gesting an accelerated hole transfer in the Se-substituted blends.
Notably, the ternary film also presents faster dynamics with τ1 of
0.89 ps and τ2 of 6.21 ps than PM6:L8-BO. A similar phenomenon is
observed during polaron formation (probed at 1000nm, Fig. 2f),
PM6:T9SBO-F and the ternary blend present faster-rising kinetics after
200 fs than that of PM6:L8-BO, suggesting faster polaron formation.

Despite the fast hole transfer and polaron formation in the Se-
substituted blend, it suffers from faster recombination, which is evi-
denced by the fastest decay after 25 ps in the polaron kinetics
(1000nm, Fig. 2f) and >100ps in the delocalized state (1300–1500 nm,
Fig. 2d) in the PM6:T9SBO-F film. This is unexpected because the
charge recombination barrier is higher in high εr film. Notably, at the
mentioned time scale, charge separation has already happened.
Therefore, the faster recombination is ascribed to bimolecular
recombination and is probably due to the poor film morphology. We
will investigate the reasons in the next two sections. Importantly, the
ternary blend (PM6:L8-BO:T9SBO-F) shows the slowest decay, indi-
cating suppressed recombination.

We have also pumped the sample at 550 nm to selectively excite
the donor polymer and to investigate electron transfer. Upon optical
pumping, a primary bleach band centered at 640nm is observed,
correlating to GSBD. Simultaneously, the broad ESA signal at
1050–1400 nm reflects the LE state in PM6. As shown in Fig. 2g and

Table 1 | Summary of device photovoltaic parameters

PM6:L8-BO:T9SBO-F JSC (mA/cm2) JSC, EQE (mA/cm2) VOC (V) FF (%) PCE (%)

1:1.2:0 26.0 (25.9 ± 0.2) 24.8 0.888 (0.888 ±0.002) 80.4 (79.9 ± 0.4) 18.5 (18.3 ± 0.1)

1:1.0:0.2 27.1 (26.8 ± 0.2) 25.6 0.881 (0.877 ± 0.002) 79.6 (79.8 ± 0.4) 19.0 (18.8 ± 0.1)

1:0.6:0.6 27.2 (27.0 ± 0.2) 25.7 0.858 (0.858 ±0.002) 79.1 (78.9 ± 0.2) 18.5 (18.3 ± 0.1)

1:0.2:1.0 27.8 (27.7 ± 0.1) 26.1 0.837 (0.836 ±0.002) 79.0 (78.5 ± 0.3) 18.4 (18.2 ± 0.1)

1:0:1.2 28.1 (27.9 ± 0.2) 26.4 0.829 (0.827 ± 0.002) 78.9 (78.9 ± 0.2) 18.4 (18.2 ± 0.1)

The average value is obtained from ten individual devices. Source data are provided as a Source Data file.
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Supplementary Fig. 9, the LE signal vanishes in 1 ps, implying very fast
energy transfer from PM6 to the acceptors. After 5 ps, an electro-
absorption (EA) signal at 750 nm emerges and persists to over 2 ns due
to charge separation. We have plotted the GSBD signal (640 nm) in
Fig. 2h. A shortened decay lifetime of 0.19 ps is characterized for the
PM6:T9SBO-F film compared to 0.25 ps of PM6:L8-BO, suggesting
T9SBO-F also enables faster energy transfer from PM6 to the acceptor.

Based on the above results, we illustrate the possible working
mechanism of the Se-substituted NFA in Fig. 2i. Double Se substitution
at outer thiophene of NFA core increases the dipole moment of the
NFA and the bulky organicfilm exhibits higher εr. Notably, the exciton/
carrier kinetics is dominated by the kinetic energy (KE) of the quasi-
particles: KE =hυ� ϕ� Eb, where hν is the excitation energy, ϕ is the
energy gapof photoexcitation and transitions between different states
(LE state → DSE/CT state → CS state). Eb can be approximated by the
equation: Eb≈e

2=ð4πε0εrRÞ9,39, where e is the elementary charge, ε0 is
the vacuum dielectric constant and R is the average distance of the
electron and hole. Therefore, a higher εr can reduce the exciton
binding energy and enable the exciton/carrier with more kinetic
energy, and finally facilitate the exciton dissociation and hole transfer.
T9SBO-F features 20meV less Eb than L8-BO neat film, calculated by
subtracting the optical gap (Egopt, absorption onset) from the

fundamental bandgap (Eg)40, correlating to accelerated hole-transfer
properties. Importantly, dispersing the Se-substituted NFA into anther
OSC system also helps with the hole transfer.

Energy loss quantification and analysis
Although PM6:T9SBO-F shows faster hole transfer and energy transfer
than PM6:L8-BO, it suffers from severe recombination as described
above. We then quantify the recombination loss of different devices
based on electroluminescence (EL) and Fourier transform photo-
current spectroscopy EQE (EQEftps) measurement, which is displayed
in Fig. 3a–c. The bandgap energy (Eg) is defined as the mean peak
energy at the absorption edge of the distribution P(Eg), details is in
Supplementary Note IV. Then, the total device energy loss can be
identified by the difference between Eg and qVoc: Eloss = Eg − qVOC.
PM6:L8-BO and PM6:T9SBO-F present an Eloss of 0.552 and 0.551 eV,
respectively (Supplementary Table 4). The ternary device shows
slightly lower loss of 0.549 eV.

The total Eloss can be quantified via detailed balance theory, and is
contributed from three types of energy loss (Eloss =ΔE1 +ΔE2 +ΔE3)41.
The first term (ΔE1) is the energy difference between bandgap and qVoc
in the Shockley–Queissier limit (qVSQ

OC), ΔE1 = Eg − qVSQ
OC , which is

inevitable for different kinds of solar cells. It depends on the bandgap

Fig. 2 | Ultrafast femtosecond TA results of the organic films. TA contour plots
by exciting the acceptors at 800nm of a PM6:L8-BO, b PM6:L8-BO:T9SBO-F, and
c PM6:T9SBO-F. The TA kinetics of the samples excited at 800nm and probed at
d 1300−1500 nm, e 640 nm, and f 1000nm. g TA spectra of PM6:L8-BO:T9SBO-F

upon the excitation of donor at 550nm. h The TA kinetics of samples excited at
550 nm and probed at 640nm. i Schematic illustration of the Se-substituted NFA
accelerating hole transfer, D means dipole moment. Source data are provided as a
Source Data file.
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and normally resides in 0.25 eV or above. Compared to 0.265 eV in
PM6:L8-BO, PM6:T9SBO-F shows ΔE1 of 0.261 eV due to narrower
bandgap. ΔE2 is the energy difference between the measured absorp-
tance of a solar cell (qVrad

OC ) and that of SQ limit, which describes the
radiative recombination loss below bandgap, ΔE2 = qVSQ

OC � qVrad
OC .

0.052, 0.059, and 0.052 eV is obtained for L8-BO, L8-BO:T9SBO-F and
T9SBO-F-based devices, respectively. The third component, ΔE3, is
ascribed to non-radiative recombination loss, which can be calculated
from external radiative efficiency of EL (ΔE3 = -kBTln(EQEEL)). This is
also the dominating and challenging component that limits device
performance6. As confirmed in Fig. 3d, the ternary device shows an
obviously higher EQEEL of 0.019% than 0.013% for PM6:L8-BO and
0.012% for PM6:T9SBO-F. In other words, the binary Se-substituted
solar cell shows the highest ΔE3 of 0.233 eV, followed by a ΔE3 of
0.232 eV of L8-BO device. Notably, adding T9SBO-F into PM6:L8-BO
reduces the non-radiative recombination loss to 0.221 eV.

To supplement the recombination loss analysis, we also con-
ducted other photoelectrical measurements. Figure 3e performs the
time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL) results of the neat acceptor
samples. TRPL lifetime of 0.643, 0.717, and 0.509 ns is fitted for neat
L8-BO, L8-BO:T9SBO-F andneatT9SBO-Ffilm, respectively. The fastest
decay suggests the most severe recombination in T9SBO-F sample.
Blending L8-BO with T9SBO-F together helps to alleviate the recom-
bination, thus the sample shows extended lifetime. Similarly in Fig. 3f
of transient photovoltage (TPV) characterization, a TPV lifetime of 1.18,
1.60, and 1.06 µs is recorded for PM6:L8-BO, PM6:L8-BO:T9SBO-F and
PM6:T9SBO-Fdevices, respectively. Since devices are connectedwith a
5.5MΩ resistor in series, the populated carriers tend to recombine in
the device. Longer lifetime indicates suppressed recombination in the
ternary device. Transient photocurrent (TPC) lifetime is 0.323, 0.295,
and 0.282 µs for PM6:L8-BO, PM6:L8-BO:T9SBO-F and PM6:T9SBO-F
devices, respectively (Supplementary Fig. 11a). The shortest TPC life-
time in Se-based binary device is likely due to that a portion of the

carriers recombine instead of be extracted by the out circuit. We have
also performed light intensity-dependant measurement (Supplemen-
tary Fig. 11). Consequently, T9SBO-F-based binary device shows
severer recombination, whereas blending the two acceptors together
helps to reduce the recombination.

Molecular stacking behavior of neat acceptors and blend films
In order to reveal the reasons for the recombination loss observed in
last two sections, we performed morphological study of the samples.
Grazing-incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering (GIWAXS) is performed
on the blend and neat samples (Fig. 4a–f). The corresponding 1D line-
cut profiles are plotted in Fig. 4g–j. The blend films show very similar
scattering feature at around 0.31 Å−1 in the in-plane (IP) and 1.76 Å−1 in
the out-of-plane (OOP) direction, correlating to lattice spacing
(dspacing) of 20.27 and 3.57Å, which can be indexed to (100) lamellar
stacking and (010) π-π stacking, respectively. Such scattering signal
suggests a favored face-on orientation of the organic molecules and is
beneficial for the vertical charge transportation in the devices. Com-
pared to that, the neat acceptor films present a larger lamellar stacking
of 0.36 Å−1, corresponding to a reduced dspacing of 17.45 Å. Neat L8-BO
film features a π–π stacking of 1.82 Å−1, correlating to a dspacing of
3.46 Å, while T9SBO-F shows a π–π stacking of 1.73 Å−1 and a dspacing of
3.62 Å. The increased OOP π–π stacking distance is likely due to the
bigger atomic radius of Se (1.2 Å) compared to S (1.0 Å). Another
consequence is that the T9SBO-F film exhibits several disordered
lamellar scattering signals at 0.2–0.5 Å in IP direction (Fig. 4i). Previous
reports have referred these peaks to different stacking information,
e.g., the assignment of Qxy at 0.42 Å

−1 to end-group π–π stacking4,42. A
similar scattering pattern is observed in theOOPdirection at0.4–0.8 Å
(Fig. 4j). It is deduced that such disordered packing mode of T9SBO-F
molecule is not beneficial for the final device performance.

To explain the “disordered stacking” behavior of T9SBO-F, we
have successfully grown T9SBO-F single crystal, collected the
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refraction data and resolved the π-conjugated part of the molecule.
The crystal exhibits four enantiomers, labeled as M-/M’- and P-/P’-
enantiomers (Supplementary Fig. 12a). The π–π stacking distances
between different type of enantiomers are 3.37 and 3.32 Å, which are
smaller than that of classic NFA, Y6 (3.64 Å)22. The disordered stacking
of T9SBO-F in both IP andOOPdirections can be attributed to the tight
molecular packing that results in multiple diffraction peaks in other
directions43. Note that L8-BO (branching flanking alkyl chain) and
T9SBO-F (linear flanking alkyl chain) present different types of 3D
packing network, where L8-BO shows closer packing and higher
packing density than T9SBO-F. Therefore, L8-BO single crystal shows
shorter average π–π stacking distance of 3.19 Å6, which is consistent
with the results retrieved from GIWAXS characterizations.

We then implemented grazing-incidence small-angle scattering
(GISAXS) to reveal the nanoscale phase separation in the blend films.
Supplementary Fig. 13d exhibits the fitted pure phase domain size of
the blend films. The ternary blend shows enlarged domain size of
56 nm compared to ~20 nm of the binary films, correlating to an
enhanced phase separation and possible alloy formation, which
reduces the encountering chance for the separated charges and thus
suppresses their recombination. To supplement the alloy formation,
we plotted the Voc dependence on the T9SBO-F ratio in the acceptor
(Supplementary Fig. 14), which matches well with the calculated Voc
(mismatch <0.15%), supporting possible alloy formation between L8-
BO and T9SBO-F44,45.

Surface and bulk morphology investigation
We also probe the surface morphology by atomic force microscopy
(AFM). As shown in Supplementary Fig. 15, L8-BO and L8-BO:T9SBO-F
display a smooth morphology with a root mean square roughness
(RRMS) of 1.175 and 1.011 nm, respectively. In contrast, the T9SBO-F film
shows a granularmorphologywithmore chaotic arrangement, and the
phase image shows very sharp contrast, which explains the disordered
stacking feature in the GIWAXS. It also shows an increased RRMS of
2.090nm. After blending the acceptor with polymer PM6, a clear fibril
morphology is captured in Supplementary Fig. 16, supporting that the
acceptors is well dispersed in the fibril polymer network. Simulta-
neously, suchnetwork alsohelps to regulate theT9SBO-F stacking. The
optimized PM6:L8-BO:T9SBO-F ternary film thus presents RRMS of
1.834 nm.

Except for the surfacemorphology, we also conducted high-angle
annular dark-field scanning transmission electron microscopy
(HAADF-STEM) on the blend samples to reveal the bulk morphology
(Supplementary Fig. 17). All the blends exhibit fibrilmorphologywith a
polymer-interpenetrating network, which is in consistentwith the AFM
results. Notably, the PM6:T9SBO-F shows amore pronounced granular
feature in the bulk region compared to the other two films, which is
assigned to the T9SBO-F domains. In addition, the Se-element map-
ping of PM6:L8-BO:T9SBO-F in Fig. 4l shows a very uniform distribu-
tion, suggesting that T9SBO-F is evenly dispersed in the PM6:L8-BO
framework. Note that the film morphology is the other factor that
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influences the excitondissociation andhole-transfer time, except for εr
discussed in Fig. 2. The similar morphology and molecular stacking of
the blend films confirms the reduced hole-transfer time is mainly due
to the improved εr.

Combining the morphological characterizations, it is likely that
T9SBO-F tends to be more disordered stacking in both IP and OOP
directions. While mixing it with PM6 helps to regulate its molecular
stacking to form a fibril pattern, there is very slight granular mor-
phology in the bulk region that is referred as T9SBO-F domain, which
causes the increased recombination loss of PM6:T9SBO-F device and
slightly lower performance. In contrast, uniformly dispersing T9SBO-F
in PM6:L8-BO framework can effectively interrupt the formation of
disordered T9SBO-F aggregation to form alloys with a pronounced
face-on orientation, which simultaneously achieves faster exciton/
carrier kinetics and suppressed bimolecular recombination.

Device operational stability
Finally, device stability plays an essential role during operation, parti-
cularly there are concerns about the chemical stability of Se compared
to S component. To verify the long-term OSC stability w/o Se sub-
stitution, we have measured the encapsulated device in ambient con-
ditionwithmaximumpower point (MPP) tracking at 1 sun illumination.
As shown in Supplementary Fig. 18, the ternary blend device retains
76.8% of the original efficiency after 1000h operation, while PM6:L8-
BO and PM6:T9SBO-F remain 73.6% and 72.1% of original efficiency,
respectively. The major loss comes from Jsc and FF (Supplementary
Fig. 18a, c), which is a typical loss due to donor/acceptor phase
separation. The improved efficiency retention of the ternary device
could be ascribed to the improved domain size.

Discussion
We reveal that Se substitution on the NFA central core can increase εr,
whichhelps to reduce theCoulombic attractionof electron–hole pairs,
correlating to an enhanced kinetic energy of the exciton/carrier. The
corresponding hole-transfer time of the NFA has significantly reduced
from ~10 ps to ~5 ps. Unexpectedly, the PM6:T9SBO-F film also suffers
from faster charge recombination after hundreds of picosecond upon
excitation. We unveil this is because T9SBO-F domain has relatively
disordered stacking, which increase the electron and hole encounter-
ing chance and thus recombination rates. From single-crystal infor-
mation, the disordered stacking of T9SBO-F domain may originate
from the tight molecular packing that results in multiple diffraction
peaks in other directions. Inspiringly, blending T9SBO-F into the
optimized PM6:L8-BO device can break the disordered aggregation of
T9SBO-F to form alloys with ordered orientation and enlarged domain
size while still remain improved εr. As a result, the optimized film
exhibits accelerated hole transfer as well as suppressed bimolecular
recombination. The PM6:L8-BO:T9SBO-F device shows a boosted PCE
of 19.0% with reduced non-radiative recombination of 0.221 eV and
better long-term operation stability. Our initial effort to understand
the heteroatom substitution induced εr adjustment, and its correlation
with electrical and morphological properties, contributes to material/
device design and will further boost the OSC performance.

Methods
Chemicals
Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):polystyrene sulfonate (PEDOT:PSS,
Baytron Al4083) is ordered from H.C. Starck GmbH, Germany.
Poly[(2,6-(4,8-bis(5-(2-ethylhexyl-3-fluoro)thiophen-2-yl)-benzo[1,2-
b:4,5-b’]dithiophene))-alt-(5,5-(1’,3’-di-2-thienyl-5’,7’-bis(2-ethylhexyl)
benzo[1’,2’-c:4’,5’-c’]dithiophene-4,8-dione)] (PM6), 2,2’-((2Z,2’Z)-
((12,13-bis(2-ethylhexyl)−3,9-(2-butyloctyl)−12,13-dihydro-[1,2,5]thia-
diazolo[3,4-e]thieno[2”,3”:4’,5’]thieno[2’,3’:4,5]pyrrolo[3,2-g]
thieno[2’,3’:4,5]thieno[3,2-b]indole-2,10-diyl)bis(methanylylidene))
bis(5,6-difluoro-3-oxo-2,3-dihydro-1H-indene-2,1-diylidene))

dimalononitrile (L8-BO) and Poly[[2,7-bis(2-ethylhexyl)-1,2,3,6,7,8-
hexahydro-1,3,6,8-tetraoxobenzo[lmn][3,8]phenanthroline-4,9-diyl]-
2,5-thiophenediyl[9,9-bis[3-(dimethylamino)propyl]-9H-fluorene-2,7-
diyl]-2,5-thiophenediyl] (PNDIT-F3N) are bought from Solarmer Co.,
Ltd. Chloroform (GR) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. 1,2-dibro-
mobenzene (98%) is obtained from Shanghai Macklin Biochem-
ical Co., Ltd.

Device fabrication
glass/indium tin oxide (ITO) substrates were cleaned by water, acet-
one, and ethanol in an ultrasonic bath. UVO treatment is performed on
the clean substrates for 20min. Following that, PEDOT:PSS solution is
spin-coated at 4000 revolutions per minute (rpm) on the substrate
and the substrates were annealed at 120 °C for 20min to obtain a
PEDOT:PSS thin film (~30 nm). Active layer solution (donor:acceptor
ratio of 1:1.2 with a total mass concentration of 16.3mg/mL in chloro-
form, 0.5 vol% 1,2-dibromobenzene is added in the solution to regulate
the phase separation46) is spin-coated on PEDOT:PSS at 3000 rpm and
then annealed at 80 °C for 50min to form a layer thickness of about
100nm. Next, PNDIT-F3N (1mg/mL in ethanol with 0.5 vol% acetic
acid) is deposited on active layers. The device is finished by thermal
evaporation a 100-nm Ag contact electrode. The device structure is:
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/Active layer/PNDIT-F3N/Ag.

General characterizations
UV–Vis absorption spectroscopy was performed on a Shimadzu
UV–Visible Spectrophotometer (UV-2600). J–V curves were char-
acterized by a Keithley 2400 sourcemeter under 100mW/cm2 (SS‐F5‐
3 A, Enli Technology Co., Ltd.). The light intensity is calibrated by a
standard silicon solar cell (SRC‐2020, Enli Technology Co., Ltd.). EQE
was probed employing solar cell spectral‐response system (QE‐R, Enli
Technology Co., Ltd.). PL and Picosecond TRPL data were collected by
excitation with a femtosecond laser (Coherent Mira900) at 780 nm
with a repetition rate of 76MHz. The beam was focused on encapsu-
lated samples. TPC and TPV were characterized with a 532 pulse laser
(130 µJ per pulse and 50Hz), and the signal is recorded by a 4GHz
KeysightMSO9404Adigital oscilloscope. TPV operated at open-circuit
condition in series with a 5.5MΩ resistor and TPC was at short-circuit
condition in series with a 50Ω resistor. GIWAXS and GIWSAXS results
were obtained by a Xeuss 2.0 SAXS/WAXS laboratory beamline S3
employing a Cu X-ray source (8.05 keV, 1.54Å) and a Pilatus3R 300K
detector with an incidence angle of 0.2°, the GIWAXS and GISAXS
images in this work are displayed as obtained without further pro-
cessing. Other morphologies information were characterized by AFM
(NT-MDT NTEGRA) and TEM (Thermo Scientific Talos F200X STEM),
the TEM images in this work are displayed as obtained without further
processing.

Reporting summary
Further information on research design is available in the Nature
Portfolio Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability
The authors declare all data generated in this study are provided in the
Supplementary Information/Source Data file. Crystallographic data for
the structures reported in this Article have been deposited at the
Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre (CCDC), under deposition
number CCDC 2327063. Copies of the data can be obtained free of
charge via https://www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/structures/. Source data are
provided with this paper.
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